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UNM Graduate Describes
Basic Mechanism Rolamite
By C. REYNOLDS
Rolamite, an invention which
has been described as one of the
basic mechanisms arrived at in
human inventive history, was explained by its discoverer, a former UNM student, last night to
an audience in the Union theatre.
Don Wilkes, an employee of
Sandia Corporation and a graduate with a master's degree in
mechanical engineering :from
UNM, showed films and slides,
a11d lectured on the :principles involved in rolamite.
The invention, although basic,

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., ij5~- times, $2.00. lnsertlane
must be submitted by noon on day before
pubUcat!on to Room 159, Student Publicationa Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED to buy portoble combo..,rgan.
Phone 266·2981 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE
1968 FORD V-8. Automatic transmission,'
power steering & brakes. Good condition. $395.00, Call nfter 6 p.m. 242-5550.
11/1, 2, 3, 6.
1966 RABBIT Scooter. Extellent condition.
$200.00. Phone 243·4640.
MUST SELL-1966 Triumph Spitfire convertible. Excellent condition. New tires,
bucket seats. Loaded with extras-on)Jr
$1400.00. See at 803 Martingale SE (4
Hills). Call 298-1636. 11/8·13.
1966 HARLEY Davidson-74. Good condition. $300. Call 265·8888 before noon
weekdays, all day S•Jnday. ll/8·13.
1964 MGB Convertible. New radio, heater.
Two tops, good tires. Excellent condition. Reasonable price. Phone 255-0563.
STUDENTS looking for a car from $100.
to $2000. nny mnkc. For the !ow""t
prices in town call Lanny Corter, 298·
1934 after 3:80 p,m,
1965 DKW convertible with new windshield,
points, and sPark plugs. 25 to 30 mi.
per goL $800. Call after 6 p,m. 256-1997.
11/10-16.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Serviees, al1
makes. 20 percent discount with thla ad.
Free pickup nnd delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE), Phone
248·0588.
WANTED: Typing, Term papers, theo..,,
dissertotlons. References. Phone 242-2495.
PERSONALS
PERSONA1..1TY POSTERS. PSYCUADELIC POSTERS & JJUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't 'Want
them. Send for samples and Jist. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Sholl, 4609
E. Cnlfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
NEED bread 1 Disti'J'bute Paycbedelle poetera, ete. Write to 'lhe .to:vee Co. Ltd.,
78( Bay St., San Francisco, Calif, 94109

is difficult to describe in simple
terms because of the jnnovation
in mechanical concepts involved
in the discovery,
The development began, Wilkes
said, when he noticed the behavior of an elastic band when
it was squeezed up under tension
into an "S" curve between two
fixed surfaces or within a fixed
frame.
With the band attached at each
end to the fixed surfaces, the ' 1S"
cut'Ve itself would travel up and
down the band with a minimum
of friction. The band itself would
only fluctuate and change in
shape, with no sliding friction
involved at all.
The shape of the "S" curve
would remain the same bec<~use of
the equal forces involved in the
tension on the band between the
:surfaces, but the curve could
'travel up and down between the
surfaces, although it would be
vibrating and wobbling to some
extent under the tension.
The curve, of course, could
travel only from one end to the
other between the two :points of
attachment of the band.
Wilkes found that he could insert two rollers into the two
arcs of the "S" curve to stabilize
the system, and still avoid any
sliding friction to achieve what
he calls a 1'rolling geometry."
The railers roll along the surface of the band within the arcs
of the "S" curve just as if they
were rolling along a flat surface
with only rolling friction involved,
and no sliding friction.
Thus, the rollers rotate along
the band surface which remains
attached at each end, but fluctuates as the "S" curve travels up
and down within the system.
The consequences of these prin·
ciples is a possibility for a trans·
ference of force under a highly
controlled, closed system which
involves only rolling friction and

Six UNM students wiU travel
to Santa Fe today for a meeting
with the Board of Education Finance in a preliminary step in
the formation of a student lobby
at the etate legislature.
Associated Students President
LOST
John Thorson, ASUNM ViceAN ANTIQUE Gold Earrin&', b&ll-ehape.t
President Bill Carr, Legislative
for pierced ean. In or near Education
Counsel Harold Lavender Jr., In~fJro: Reward offered. Af~ 5 eaU ternational Center Director John
GREEN Wallet near. SUB. Need papers•. · Bakae, New Mexico Association
Rewartl olrered. Retum to 128 Hokona·
for College Studetlt Governments
Zla, Phone 277-4965.
President Tom Joule, and Senator
HELP WANTED
Ron Curry will attend the meetEXPERIENCED wood & metal ahop U•
ing.
aistant to work Tul!ll. • Thun. 1 to 5
The meetin"'
will be..ln.
a seriee
11.m. Mllllt quellfy under work-t~tudy
.,
.,.
Pl'OIIl'llm· Conteet Dept. of Architecof orientation seminars between
ture, 277-2903.
student lobbyists and etate legisPERSONAL
lators aimed at having a student
coMING Boon 1 Green stamps 1 DDD 11
lobby present at the next session
11/8-13.
of the legislature in February.
FOR RENT
A bill proposing establishment
APARTMENT, 1-bedroom, furniBbed, Fireof the student lobby was intra·
place, gnroge; close to UNliJ. $85 per
d uced bY c·urry ear1.1er th'lS year
month without utJJJties or s100 per
rnonth with utllitie!l. Phone 265-8982.
and was passed by Student Sen11110·16·
ate. Curry, in conjunction With the
WANTED
Senate Steering Committee, form•
E Flat Alto Sax with good case. For a
ulated guidelines for its creation,
12 yr. old. Francis C. KooPman, phone
Ten lobbyists will be appointed
299-4697. 11/10-16.
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Philosophical Group
To Meet Nov. 16-18

TOMORROW

AT

Two UNM philosophy professors, Dr. Archie J. Bahm and Dr.
Paul Schmidt, will take part in
the annual meeting of the Southwestern Philosophical Society
Nov. 16-18 at the Ramada Inn in
Santa Fe.
Dr. Schmidt, chairman of the
UNM department of philosophy,
will serve as the chairman during
the Friday afternoon session of
the me~ting,
Dr. Bahm will speak at the Friday s e s 8 i 0 n on 41Creativity
Through Interdependence!'
Several other profeuors will
be in attendance representing colleges from Texas, Arizona, Louieiana, Kansas, Oklahoma, and
Florida.

MIDNIGHT
"MY HUSTLERu Andy Warhol's

Most Controversial Film
PLUS
THE UNM LOBOS came onto the field at University Stadium
Saturday to meet the Wyoming •cowboys, ranked seventh in the nation before the game. The hapless Lobos lost their eighth straight of
the season as the Cowboys won the game by a 42-6 count; extended
their win streak to 13 games (longest in the country); won the Western Athletic Conference title with a perfect record; and moved within

''THE GAY liFE'' by Cliff Solway
'I'JHE PHANTOM CREEPS" Starring

BEI.A
LUGOSI

TODAY- MATINEE
tlie' iowasfif;ipths orili.ufiiilf'"' ..

I

~iiJit.~~~~lio~~;l)nly~t'fl~

ADUL1S

OPEN
2
PM

ONLY

by President Thorson, five to do
the actual lobbying, and four to
eerve ae resource personnel. One
student will be designated head
lobbyist and will direct the activi•
ties of the lobby.
A bill allocating $1600 to fi·
nance the student lobby is 'Presently being coneidered by the
Senate Finance Committee.

SHOWS: 2:05·3:25-4:45
6:05-7:2~-8:45-10:05

aNW·JAMfS
DON~lD
Md JOHN MUS ·
. • .'
Sat. 7•00 t. 10.00 PM
Sun. 5:00 & 8:00 PM

.~ .... Union Theatre

Double Your Pleasure

Hamburgers • • • • • • • • 15c
Hot Dogs • • • • • • • • • 25c
Melted Cheese Sandwich . 20c
Cokes • • • IOc & 15c

one victory of a perfect season. The lone tally of the afternoon came
on a 74-yard pass from quarterback Rick Beitler to flanker Ace Hendricks, who set a new school record as the only Lobo ever to gain
more than 1000 yards on :pass receptions in a single season. The Lobos
close out their football season against New Mexico State at University Stadium this Saturday afternoon. (Photo by Pawley)

BEl=, Sl:udent:s Plan State ·Lobby
By CRAIG GUEST
In. a p1·eliminary effort to form
a student lobby at this winter's
session of the state legislature in
Santa Fe, Associated Students
President John Thorson and four
other students went to Santa Fe
Friday to talk with representatives of the Board of Education-

al Finance.
About their trip to the state.
capital Thorson said, "We have
successfully started our student
lobby just by being there."
Student Senate, which passed a
bill authorizing a student lobbyist
group earlier this year, will select
ten students to comprise the groUi)

***

***

'Focal Point' of Action

. · .. ·.. .•.

Board of Directors for Lobby Okayed
At Student Government Conference
A board of directors to plan
strategy for the proposed student
lobby in the state legislature in
Santa Fe will be formed as a result of action taken by New Mexico Association for College Student Governments at their con·
ference last weekend.
Association Pre s i d e n t Tom
Joule, a student at UNM, said,
"After Bernalillo county Representative J. M. 'Mel' Eaves spoke
to the delegates, it was decided
that a board composed of representatives from New Mexico universities would be the focal point
of student lobby activites."
"Whatever directives the board
gives I as Association President
will try to carry out. Each insti-

tution will have its own autonomous 1 o b b y and I will act as
spoltesman for the Association,"
Joule said.
"We intend to work in close
conjunction with the already existing administrative lobbies. We
do not intend to make student and
administrative lobbies separate
groups. The next Association
meeting will be with state legislators in Santa Fe the first week
n February," oule said,
Othet• Association action in·
eluded work on a stat_ewide student discount program. Each student body presidertt was asked
to set up a committee ort his cami)Us to organize discount programs
in their city.

which will be present at the next
session of the state legislature •in
January.
Success in the formation of the
lobbyist group depends on a $1500
allocation which will be voted on
by s"enate wednesday.
"We will be accepting applications through Friday for any
UNM student interested. Application forms can be obtained in
the Activities Centet·," Thorson
..J!aid.
· "After we choose our ten lobbyists we will begin a series of discussions so we can learn more
about the budget of this university
and other institutions of higher
learning in this state. We will
also bring in professional lobbyists to instruct us in lobbying
techniques. Sherman Smith, administrative vice-president for
UNM, is also going to work with
us," Thorson said.
Thorson plans to have five lobbyists work in Santa Fe. One of
them will be there at all times
RIRIIIIIIllllllllliDillllnlllllllliiiRII\Inllllln\IIU!niiiUIIIIIIIRIIIRil11HIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIII\nlill

lobo Staff Wins

The New Mexico Lobo staff
football team remained unde.:
feated Sunday with a 36-6 victory over the team composed
of downtown newsmen. It was
the fourth victory for the student journalists. Their next
scheduled game is against the
UNM Student Senate.
I I
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1916 Central SE~:::=;;;:p

Big Henry

Open 11 :00

Hamburger 60¢
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Part of Red Plan,
Says Allan Stong
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Friday 7:00 & 10;00
Union Theatre
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Tijerina, Land Grant Gioup Called cdmnfunist
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EXICO

Vol. 71

Double Your Fun!!

Pields

EW

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

U. Students, BEF to meet
In Santa Fe to Plan Lobby

6t.

~·'>--

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

Six ASUNM Leaders

","AT OLD TOWN Studio is a new kind
of theatrical experience • , • a son.r to
the here-an<i-now, A game of mind and
iDuaion, improvisationaL anti-war, non•
apologetic.., "," h!i theatre exploding ita
own boundar!... Frida)', Saturday, Sunday nl!lhta at 8 :oo. Roservatlona at 2424.602.
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no sliding friction.
Wilkes explained that this relatively frictionless back-andforth movement between two
points can be used in a tremendous
variety of devices.
By altering the band and the
rollet·s in varioul) ways, along
with a multitude of other alterations within the rolamite system,
the uses can be vastly expanded,
A brief list of the uses mentioned by Wilkes includes electrical switches, hinges, locks,
timing and controlling devices,
pistons, valving systems, motors,
and scales.
Wilkes said that it appears
certain that "billions of devices"
will result from this development.
He added that the discovery
illustrates that "there are still
simple and fundamental ideas
still lying around in the bushes
capable of discovery and development. Any caveman could have
implemented this discovery had
he ·come acro:;s it."
'

1~.7~(

Friday, November 10, 196'1
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ROBERT SCHMID'!' of the UNM architect's
office addressed a crowd of about. 75 at dedication
ceremonies Friday for the new biology building
nddition. The program included presentation of

arc:hitect's dJra,~·in~!s of the building to Dr. Loren
D. Potter, chairman of the biology department,
and guided tour of the new facility. (Photo by
Pawley)

during the 30-day session. Three
members of the group will spend
most of their time in Albuquerque doing research on budgets and
preparing information for the
Santa Fe members. One :person
will function as a secretary and
one will do public relations work
preparing brochures and audiovisual releases.
Harold Lavender, Jr. has been
named head lobbyist.
The student delegation spent all
afternoon Friday bearing discussions on a new dorm complex, new
facilities for KNME, ·and the addition of three rooms for researchcomputer usage for math 160
students.
On Saturday . they went back
and heard recommendations that
tuition not be increased, that
all faculty salaries be increased
six per cent, and that the student-faculty ratio remain the
same as last year, 21 to one.

By YVONNE LOPEZ
Allan Stang, a writer for American Opinion magazine and the
author of ''Reies Tijerina-The
Comunist Plan to Grab . 'the
Southwest", calls the Tijerina-led
Spanish land-grant movement "a
new development in the communist plan to destroy the United
States."
Speaking Thursday in a panel
discussion for KUNM's news feature, "The Public Eye,'' with
KUNM News Dil'ector Bill Olson
and former UNM student Tony
Rae, Stang cited several reasons
and conclusions for his statements
against the widely publici!<led Tijerina incident.
<>.~<'
Saturday Reies Tijerina and
four of his followers Christobal
Tijerina, Ezequiel Dominguez, Alfonso Chavez, and Jerry Noll,
were found guilty on at least one
charge each of the five charges
against them in a Las Cruces
trial which began last week.
Tijerina was convicted of two
charges-assaulting Forest Service Officers Walter Taylor and
Phillip Smith. A maximum sentence of six years in prison and
$10,000 in fines could be given to
Tijerina. He said that he would
appeal the convictions.
Christobal Tijerina was convicted of assault on Smith, and
Pominguez was convieted of one
count of assaulting Smith. Noll
and Chavez were convicted on
counts of assault and two counts
of converting Forest Service
trucks for private use.
He noted that articles in two
offifficial communist newspapers
published in the U.s. featured
Tijerina. The Peoples World of
Oct. 21, a communist paper i)Ublished on the' west coast, called
Tijerina "a man of action." The
Worker,
another
communist
publication, :featured an appeal
for. funds for the Tijerina cause
in its June 18 issue.
In furthering his accusations
against Tijerina, Stang presented
his evidence and concluded that
appeals for funds were. sent out
by an associate of Tijerina using
official communist mailing lists.
Stang also said that the New
Politics Confernce, at which Reis
Tijerina was guest of honor;'Was
planned by communists, and noted the presence of about forty
known communists.
He also :presented an analogy
(Continued on page 5)
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Signs and Signals of ·Lc:fve
Revealed by Dr. Brothers
Arc you a real expert on love,
asked Dr. Joyce Brothers, noted
woman psychologist, at a lecture
in the Concert Hall Friday on
"The Subject of Love.''
The signs and signals of love
can be found in the actions of
the individual, she said, and hostile attitudes can be seen in :people who pace the floor and have
{trembling hands. If a person
leaves behind an object such as
a pair of gloves it is an indication that he is· saying "You are
so fascinating that I must make
sure to see you again," Dr.
Brothers said.
A lie comes about when the indiVidual thinks the other :person
expects it, she said. "Lying comes.
easy to women and it is much
more fun than the truth sometimes," she said.
Out of every 12 marriages,
said Dr. Brothers, :£our end in
divirce, six become merely utili-

tarian convenience arrangements,
and in two love survives;
Dr. Brothers came to UNM Friday night to appear as the third
guest lecturer in the Associated
Students Lecture Series. A large
part of her leeture was base~ on
two short tests for the audteRce
on their knowledge of love and
their understanding of the o:p•
posite sex.
The questions gave the audience a basis :for determining their
knowledge of love. Such theories
as "should opposites marry~"
were discussed.
"Most husbands are more in.
telligent than their wives," said
Dr. Brothers, "because men tend
to marry less intelligent women,
and women tend to marry men of
higher intelligence.''
After her lecture, questions
about divorce, education, and
bl1siness success were brou.ght to
her attention by the audience.

·'

·~
1

15 Gain Semifinals ,

For Best-Dressed

'

~.
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Fifteen semifinalists for the
Theta Sigma Phi Glamour magazine "Best-Dressed-Girl on Campus" contest were chosen by a
panel of judges last night.
UNM's winner, who will be a
na tiona! finalist, will be chosen
from the 15 semifinalists in December.
The 15 girls are Jacqueline
Castleman, Stefani Eyres, Judy
Fisher, Mary Sue Gaines, Sharon
Jones, Carol Kangas, Linda McCall, Cala Mitchell, Suzanne Norgrass, Danielle Pressly, Dixie
Reese, Chene Reyjlolds, Debbie
Seidler, Terry Stevens, and Mary
Williams.

listen to KUNM
'1/t,e

'lfa!e St

Qll4ddw.ppe~~;

.
,
.
Oas ,,.·;
A
talent scor ,It
will be here
November 15).
,;~

Quality Paperbac:ks and
.Selected Hardbound Titles ·
Open 10:00 a.m. - .11 ;00 p.m.
Sundays 3:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
120 Yale St. S.E.
Phone 842-1413 ·

For Men
MEMBERS OF UNM Morter 1
·i, h• . ·:ary
for senior women, welcomed Mrs. oiJer1 t?ter
(left), Tempe, Ariz., on her official • it Ir.
"<.!ek

as section leader. Members are, from left, Diane
Berthelsen, Maureen Barker, and Jo Garcia.

Three Barbers- No Waiting
(Where The Entertainers
Have Their Hair Done)
A~rou

2520 Central S.E.

;,

.

Roy's Hairstyling
.t.....
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Pledges 27 Women
Gamma Sigma Sigma, APOWA
servic sorority, has. pledged 27
coeds this semester. They are:
Mary Alice Arcangeli, Charlene
Baca, Michele Brady, Carol Breen,
Sylvia Bryant, Lorelei Buddrius,
Kathi Dolan, · Anne Dominguez,
Loret Gandara, Marie Garcia,
Deborah
Gunvalson,
Norma
James, and Debby Kite.
Other pledges are: Jane Martin, Fran McCaffrey, Corliss McDaniel, Colleen McNamara, Joyce
Milne, Bergie Montoya, Ann Newman, Jo Nieri, Penny Roberts,
Laurie Roach, Faye Roth, Rosie
Roybal, Rita Salazar, and Mary
Urvanejo.

,,
·'"r.,

Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) will meet in room
250 of the Union tonight at 8. All
meetings will be held at this place
and time on Mondays. Subjects
to be discussed are student-power
and situation of the Spa ·
American education in :t. ew

ico.,~:

Dodge
Enroll in one of three exciting classes. Charger R/T,
Coronet RjT, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own dis·
tinctive sporty style, but all three have a lot in common. Like automatic transmissions, wide-tread red
line tires, special handling packages, and a long list
of oiher standard and optional features.

He's looking for fresh talent with
new ideas. He'll talk Fairchild with
graduating seniors and graduate
students; the jobs, the people, the
opportunities, the future. Sign up
for an appointment.
For Graduating Seniors in:
Electronics Engineering, Industrial
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physical Science, Physics,
Chemistry, Metallurgy, Math, Marketing, Business Administration, and
related fields.
Positions Open: Integrated
Circuit Product Engineer, Device
Design Engineer, Applications Engineer, Product Marketing Engineer, Sales
Engineer, Production Supervisor.
Remember to sign up for an appointment. It's
your·chance to make the big time. FAIRcHJL.c

0

CHRYSLER
MOroRS CORPORATION

To add some color to campus, get your Official
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red"
Color-with the
authentic embroidered "bumble·
bee" design on
front and back.
Send for yours
today.

SEMICCNOUCTOR

·

Fairchild Semiconductor /A Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corporallon • 313 Falrchlld Drive, Mountain VIew, CaiUornla 9404D
(415) 962·5011 • TWX: 910·379•6435 • An equal opportunity employer

C-Meet
Clul-kkai junior men's honOl'Bl')r,
will 1111let Tuesday eveninJ
·
9:15 in room 231-D of the U
Fu~1d raising projMts for
year will be discussed and
members are urged to atter.
· DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULlY

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and
American Watches

WATCHES·· GIFTS
DIAMONDS

n
-~

NM Liquor Chief
To Speak Tonight

SDS Meeting

.

/(

.!

Turner Branch, the state liquor
director, will speak to the UNM
Young Republicans this Tuesday
evening on "Why the Liquor Age
Limit Should be Lowered." Mr.
Branch was appointed to his office earlier this year by Gov.
Cargo.
Branch's speech will be heard
in room 231-B of the UI!"Jn at
7:30 p.m. Questions and 1scussion will be entertained 1ollowilig the talk. All students and interested persons are invited.

Dodge Dart GTSport

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distin·
guishing marks at no extra cost. Bold bumblebee
stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes
along the side. Or if you prefer to be a little more
modest, no stripes at all. It's your choice. Ready for
class? With the Scat Pack, you've got it. Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer's and get your
Bumblebee Degree, today?

lr------------------~I1
I
lI
I
for$-:- . . - . to cover cost of I
I
I

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO: .
Hughes-Hatcher·Suffrln, 1133 Shelby at Slate,
Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn.: Mr. Gus Anton.
Enclosed Is a check or money order (made payable to
Hullhes-Hatch.er·Suffrin)
--~.-Jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S, M,
L, XL, XXL. {Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)
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NEW MEXICO LOBO LETTERS
~14

;P1.1blished Mopda1(, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the regular University year by the
.Student Publ•cattons Board of the Associated Students of the Univel;'!!ity of New Mexico
··~ond class POSU!Il'e Paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Printed by the University Print-ill':J P]ant. Subscrtptlon rate: $4.5_0 for the schOC?l year, PaY!lble in advance. All editorials
•an s•gned c~lumns express the VIeWS of the wnter and not necessarily those of the Stu·.<Wnt PubllcntJOI!B Board or of the University.

TO THE

EDITOR

{.per ae).. are~ to.. thl; majority
this cause to :amplify .the -situ.,
of Negroes (the poor and \lneduation?
Pear Editor:
To suggest that our football cated ones), because these
I was a spectator at Dr. Jack. team would be haPPY to take "rights" (which are constitution;Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- Chuck Noland Redman's appearance at UNM another 75-12 beating rather than ally inherent by birth, but denied
ral!aging Editor ------------------------------- Melissa Howard Monday and, as usual, was enter- set foot on the field Saturday is ·because of race and background)
usm7ss Ma;'lager ..--··--.. -----.... --.. --..-----.. ----.. -- Richard Pfaff tained by the articulate Doctor definitely a defeatist attitude, Of can only be exercised when a man
Mornmg Ed1tor ------------------------------- Evelyn Alexander and by the asinine performance course it is much easier to kick a has freedom and self-respect,
S~:1·ts ~ditor --------------------------------- Nooley Reinheardt given by a few strategically wounded dog lying in the gutter which literally millions of Ne~
01 Y Ed~tor ---------------------------.------------- Rob Burton
placed, well-coached members of and walk away, then it is to carry groes do not have. Don't ask me;
Gartoomst -------------------------.. -------------- Frank Jacome the Students for a Democratic So- it to shelter and care for it until ask a Negro, (and not an "Uncle
.
llhotographer ------------------------------------~- Bob Pawley ciety. Dr. Redman needed no help its recuperation. Criticisms have .Tom.")
•Staff --------------------- Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia, Craig Guest, from his sponso~;s in· verbally tak- always been a more popular sport
If you decry the brutality and
Daryle Hyman, Sarah Laidlaw, Yvonne Lopez, Greg ing his hecklers to task. In fact, than have remedies. It's much a11ger of the ghetto blacks, reMacAleese, Paul Slack, Chuck Reynolds, Bob Storey he made them look as stupid as easier not to support than to member the white man's brutalthey apparently are.
ity and indifference ( 350 years'
support a losing team.
Perceiving that they could make
For a basic change, let's mo- worth) have brutalized these urno headway in making intelligent mentarily look at the football Jban dwellers.Confronting these
queries, they started to use their team. Is it not true the members issues, not ignoringing them (as
well:known "below-the-belt tac- devote Jilany hours each week in seeing no Viet Nam-urban riots
tics," bringing racism into the ar- preparation? Is it not true that relationship implies) or using the
gument. If any sane person can :football players are restricted age-old tactics of appeasement
Can Our
correlate napalm and racism, I from various activities d1,1ring the
(tokenism) is the only way to
make
a healthier, happier, and
cannot
comprehend
it.
Perhaps
season to help keep themselves in
Democracy Survive?
Ben Monroe and Bill Coleman can excellent physical condition? united America, which we all
•a!lswer this, even if a veteran of Lastly, is it not true that these want. Causes not symptoms must
By CARL T. ROWAN
Korea or Viet N am cannot.
young men are earnestly trying be remedied.
Behind the activities of the to represent our school in a true
And contrary to your stateSDS is a seldom:seen yet ac- athletic manner?
ment,
I did not know \lntil you
WA.SHIN_GTON-There are periods when democracy seems so tive former student of UNM. This
tpld
me
the mother and boy
~tterly meffie~ent, so completely self-defeating, that even an ardent
Instead of talking ourselves'• ,were notthat
person, former head of the Duwounded
by napalm.
tlemocrat must doubt its ability to outrace a dictatorship.
Bois Club here in Albuquerque, is into being humiliated, let's st'and
With your good medical eye
This !s such a period. Especially whell one compares what has no other than James Kennedy. At behind our team no matter w'haf ·
and
skill, you should stick to
the
gain
or
loss.
As
for
old-fash.emerged mto public view in our society with what is being seen and present, he is hiding under a .rock
medicine.
America needs doctors.
ioned
school
pride,
let's
drop
the
heard in the Soviet Union.
somewhere in the southwest valIn all honesty, I feel that your
red
carpet
and
roll
our
pride
into
The Ru~sians have been giving the world a dazzling display of · ley. Occasionaily he is seen in the
views (on the relevant issue) are
.:Jpace exploits, awesome weapons, and other scientific cultural and Union talking to a leftist UNM the football stadium. Winning and ignorant and prejudiced. Maybe
·~conomic achievements made during the 50 years since' the Bolsbevik professor yet in most cases Ken- pride don't have to be synony- it's true that if we are pushed
r.evolution.
nedy remains in the' background. mous. By the way, has anyone enough, we'll show our prejudice,
I have respect for people who used enough imagination to turn or our honesty, (myself included) •
Speaking with the one voice possible in a dictatorship the Soviets
•have been s~ying (with worriesome credibility in some ~ircles) that protest a thing that is anathema the football ratings upside down We should, at least, be brutally
the commumsm that worked such wonders in Russia is "the wave of to their conscience, such as na- when reading? Then the Lobos honest with ourselves. If you try
the future" for the rest of the world.
palm. As a veteran of the Kor- would be first!
for political office again, I and a
Kathy JoKelly
ean war, I have seen the burned
growing number of people .shall
*
*
*
Peggy Beth Moeller oppose you.
Meanwhile, we have given the world a garrulous display of irre- flesh of those who have suffered
Jacque Witsell
sponsibility in Congress; of petulant, despondent leadership in the from its use in combat. However,
1 Many students at the YR rally
executive branch; of ugly racism in our electoral p1·ocesses· and of the point is, if the enemy had na: 1.
were
insulted by your condescendrancorous division in almost every important area of American life
palm in their possesion, they
Sorry, Dr. Redman,
,;_~ '1 1:ing attitude, implying a lack of
How easy it might be for the whole uncommitted world to be~ would certainly use it on us. In
But No Apology Due ·· • "respect and evasion of issues. As
lieve that America is today a boxcar rotting on a sidetrack while the fact, they have used every unora concerned student, I don't want
· thodox weapon within their grasp Dear Editor:
locomotive of history roUs swiftly down the Lenin-Kosygin line.
your
love, but your honesty and
How important it is, then, that we not lose confidence in ourselves
to use against our fighting men:
Jack Redman, M.D. has pub- directness.
How vital it is that we not take to heart all the nonsense about ou; beheading, castration, starvation, licly asked me for "a public reBill Colman
being too strapped financially to meet our burdens at home and abroad· bamboo spikes, booby traps of traction and apology for that lie."
too selfishly narrow-minded to really do anything about proverty! devilish design, and brainwashing.
(Lobo, Nov. 10). The "lie" is a
too bigoted to ever widen the horizons of justice.
' Would they use napalm if it was sentiment that I contend he exProtestors Thanked
Admittedly, I looked a little hard last week for a silver lining in the within their ars~nal of weapons? pressed to me in a long conver- H
. Deal' Editor:
,ugly cloud that hovers over us. I found a sparkling piece of it in a You bet they would.
sation about the black-white
: ol want to take this opportunity
Puzzling to me is the tactics scene in the U.S. I claim that Dr.
spt!t!ch delivered Tuesday in Denver by Sec. of Defense Robert Mcand philosophy used by people Redman said (in my words) " ••• of thanking the student body of
::Namar ..
like James Kennedy and his fol- when a confrontation comes UNll-1 for tl1e restraint shown by
* * *
Rem<_:ilber that in August, 1966, McNamara announced "Project lowers, for the notion that peo- about, blacks will indiscriminately both the demonstrators against
100,000 ·-a program to use, and make useful, some of the 600 000 ple can be coerced into being trait- kill all whites." I have at least the Dow Company and those who
young 1en who fail to qualify for the draft each year becaus~ of ors to their country is stupidity three witnesses who will verify were opposed to this means of
personified. Of course, there are that they heard Dr. Redman ex- protest.
educati •al and other deficiencies.
MeN 1ara disclosed that 49,000 of these young men, pockmarked many who thoughtlessly get press this feeling to me in the
We at the Placement Center
by pov •·y, ended their first year in military service Sept. 30. These caught in the whirlpool of propa- Lobo office last Tuesday.
:feel very strongly that recruiters
ganda, only to find it too difficult
were y ng men reading at the bare average of the sixth-grade level
To be more explicit, as I recall visiting our campus are guests
most o 1·em with no motivation, no initiative, no pride, no ambition. ' to extricate themselves from its he said that correlating the urban and should be accorded the courBut
amazing 98 per cent of them graduated from basic training tentacles.
ghetto problems and Viet Nam tesies due a guest by anyone
Paul S. Bundy would only intensify the racial identified with the University,
-just
per cent less than the number of "normal" recruits who
negotir basic training successfully.
"problems" and that when more whether he be student or faculty.
MeN ara went on to tell a remarkably hopefuly story of how
full-scale riots break out in the
Dow was only one of 12 reFootball Lobos
these · 00 deprived Americans (and 100,000 more a year into the
ghettoes (as we both believe they cruiters who were with us in the
Given
A
Boost
future, em certain to become proud, contributing citizens instead of
will), the angry, rioting black Placement Center Nov. 8-9. Dur"the h ess and hopeless victims of poverty" . who at first were Dear Editor:
people will not distinguish be- ing each oi' these days, the fact
declar1
nfit even to man the grubby foxholes of distant battles.
In reference to the article, tween whites who have sided with that all interviews were conduct"Cowboy's Won't Be Worried By their cause and those who haven't. ed with no difficulty, either for
* * *
tagon has the money to lift such men out of despair wherea~ Lobos' Banners," (published Nov. If this paragraph is equivalent to the interviewers or the candidates,
The
civilia:
;encies do not, primarily because our people still sacrifice 8, 1967, page 6) one finds the "lie" (which I think it is), is certainly to the credit of the
f fear than they do out of wisdom.
more<
it hard to ignore the fact that the then I do not owe Dr. Redman University student body.
We
be grateful that McNamara saw fit to take some of the Lobos have been ranked "No. 1" and apology. Maybe he owes me
The entire staff of the Placemoney
,rful Americans meant for buying guns and to use it in a by the Los An g e 1e s Herafd· one for publicly calling me a
ment
Center joins me in feeling
way t'
tives us all a small reason to believe that the country is not Examiner, in the worst-team rat- "bare-faced, unmitigated liar.''
that
we
have one of the best unidecay·
n every front.
·
ings picked up by the Albuquer~
The above-mentioned "cause"
versities
in the nation.
Thf
e almost 49,000 young men whose lives have somewhat wider que J otirnal. Certainly this isn't is a cause for the over-aU good of
H. M. Campbell
hour'
, and they are evidence that we may yet man the controls the highest tribute ever paid to the U.S., not just the black peonotive of history.
Director of Placement
oft! •
any football team. However, is ple. And, Dr. Redman, civil rights

~
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qLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line 11d., 65¢-4 times, $2,00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Stu~Jent Publications Bulldinc, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
.

Lond-Cioim Group
Coiled Communist

WAl-JTED TO BUY

(Continued from page 1)

WANTED to buy portable combo..,rga" . , , between the Tijerina movement
Phone 266-2981 after 6 p.m.
· ' · and the takeover of Cuba by Fidel
E Flat Alto Sax with good cuse. For a
Castro. "On Jan. 1, 1959, Castro
12 yr. old. Francis 0, Koopman, phone
and his company of 600 men took
299-4697, 11/10·16·
over Cuba, which had a populaFOR SALE
tion of 6 million, he said. He nOted
1958 FORD V-8. Automatic trallBmission,
that Tijerina and his followers
power steering & brakes. Good condition. $396.00. Call after 6 p.m. 242-5550.
were trying to repeat the incident
11/~. 2, s, 6.
at the courthouse raid in Tierra
1966 Rl\BBIT Scooter. Excellent eondition.
Amarilla on June 6. He said that
$200.00~ Phone 243·4640.
·
Tijerina and his followers were
MUST SELL-1966 Triumph Spitfire contrying to "establish a foreign
vertible. Excellent condition. New tires,
country
where we are sitting
bucket seats. Loaded with extrllS-<>n)y
$1400.00. 1l•e at 808 Martingale SE ( 4
now."
Bills}. c.an 298-1636. 11/8-18.
In ;presenting his solutions to
1956 BARLEY Davidson-74. Good condithe
problems of the people of
ticm. $300. Call 256-8888 llefore noon
weekdays, all day S!lnday. 11/8-18.
northern New Mexico, whom he
called. "isolated," he noted that
1964 MGB Convertible. New radio, heater.
Two tops, good tires. Excellent condi"genuine leadership" in education
tion. Reasonable price. Phone 21i5·0563.
and help in increasing their crop
STUDENTS looking for a car from $100.
"would rectify .the existing
yield
to $2000, any make. For the lowest
poverty conditions.
prices in town call Lanny Corter, 2981934 after 3 :30 p.m.
In a KGGM broadcast follow1966 DKW convertible with new windshield,
ing
the KUNM discussion Stang
points, and spark plugs, 25 to 30 mi.
reviewed his role in reporting the
per gal. $800. Call after 6 p.m. 256·1997.
11/10-16.
Tijerina movement. He stated
SERVICES
that he was sent to New Mexico
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
five W~ll~ll .after the courthouse
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
raid i"q .'l'ierra Amarilla to invesFree pickup and delivery, Open until 8
tigate 1;he situation and acquire
p.m. on Monday & tht.rsday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
facts
about the incident.
243-0588.
During
the local .radio station
WANTED: Typing. Term papers, theses,
dissertations. References. Phone 242-2496. broadcast he stated· that Tijerina
was "working with Communists
PERSONALS
toward communistfc goals."
COMING Soon I Green Stamps! DDD II
11/8-13.
The discussion will be .presentPERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHAed on KUNM Thursday, Nov. 16,
DELIO POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
at 7:30 p.m.
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for snmples and Jist. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Sbop, 4609
E, ColCox, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
NEED bread? Distribute Psychedelic poo·
ters, etc. Write to The Joyce Co. Ltd.,
734 Bay St., San Francisco, Calif. 94109
6t.
"," AT OLD TOWN Studio is a new kind
of th•atrieal experience ••• a song to
tho bore-and-now. A g:unc of mind and
illusion, improvisational, anti-war, non~
npo]ogctic, ''," is theatre exploding its
Nick Noeding, UNM sophoown boundl\ries. Friday, Saturday, Sunday nights at 8:00. Reservations at 242more,
bested representatives of 31
4602.
colleges and universities from
LOST
seven states to claim top honors
MEN'S LONGINE five stl\r admiral wrist
in extemporaneous speaking at
wnteh with gold flex band. Loot in
the Texas Tech forensic tournamen's lounge in Admin. Bldg. Reward.
If found p!Cll!e eall Mr. Campos 242·
ment in Lubbock, Tex., recently.
3302 or 842-3033 ext. 25.
AN ANTIQUE Gold Earring ball..,haped ' ~ ' Noeding and his debate col-

ASME Symposium
UNM and the New Mexico division of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers will sponsor the eighth annual ASME
symposium Nov. 17 and 18.
The symposium will emphasize
"The Concept of Design" and papers will be presented by prominent engineers and scientists active in educational, industrial,
and military fields.
All sessions will be held in the
Union.
·

Six UNM Students Receive Honor Prize
Six UNM st\ldents have receiv~
ed an "honor prize" of $300 for
outstanding work in the General
Honors program.
Recipients of freshman honors
prizes are Margie Ann Knapp,
Tanya Lujan, and Charles Lumpkin Jr. Honorable mentions went
to Dorothy Sheridan, Stephen Gillon, and Thomas Darden.
Winners of the sophomore honors prizes were Leslie Chapman,

&ffij CONCERT HALL
and The Cultural Program Committee
of The Associated Students
PRESENT

LOWELL
THOMAS, JR.
And His Brilliant
Full Color Film

DESTINATION SOUTH
PACIFIC

Texas Tech Debates

UNM Sophomore
Talks Way to Top

for pierced can.. In or nca:r Education

Complex, Reward altered. After 6 call
264-6280.
GREEN. W~llet near SUn. N.;;,d ";;;;;;,
Reward offered. Return to 129 Hokona·
Zla, Phone 277-4965.
HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED wood & metal shop assistant to work Tues. & ThUt'lJ. 1 to 6
p,m. Must qualify under work-study
program. Contact Dept. of Architec·
turc, 277-2903.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT, l·bedroom, luml!hed. Fireplace, gnrrute: close to UNM. $85 per
mo•)th without utilities or $100 per
month with utilitil'l!. Phone 265·8932.
11/10-16.

league, Larry Hodgin, won four
debates while losing two in the
senior division. Otl1ar teams representing UNM included Walter
Melendres-John Pound; Don Begley-John Mayer; and Mike Basinger-Herman Wei!.
This weekend the forensic
squad will attend two tournaments. The debaters will take on
Texas Christian University in Ft.
Worth, with others attending a
novice tournament at New Mexico
State University.

Thomas M. Jones, and Martha
Van Delinder. Honorable mentions
went to Steven van Dresser, Carol Ann Kangas, and Michael
Benziger.
In addition, two other UNM students who were in the freshman
honors program last year receivtld '50 from the Irene Wang
Memorial Award, which goes to
freshmen in the honors program
who show excellence in writing.

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 15-7:30 P.~A.
ADMISSION-Subscription or Adults $1.50
Faculty-Staff $1.25-Students $1.00

You Must See the World Famous

GEN. PLATOFF DON COSSACK
DANCERS
CHORUS
In the Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 14
8:00 p.m.

.~

-

La Dolce Vita-by Frank Jacome
-ro

-n-re:..

Wear your
proudest
possession

... YOUR COLLEGE RING I

Adults $2.00- Junior High $1.50- Children $1.00
·

under twelve

An Experience You Will Remember
Sponsored by the

OPTIMIST CLUBS
of Albuquerque

created by John Roberts
Come in today and place your order to insure preChristmas delivery.

associated students
bookstore
...

FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT
I got the hunch it's gonna be a close race!

with 90 per cent of proceeds to pay for Soap Box Derby Downs track

Tickets available at Sears-Coronado,
Wards-Winrock, Riedling-Downtown,
K & B Uptown and Farmers Insurance,
6302 Central SE. Auditorium box office will be open at 11 :00 a.m., Tuesday, November 14. Don Cossack

Chorus was organized in Prague in
1933. Founder and present director
is Nicholas Kostrukoff. Many of the
Cossacks fought in the ranks of the
U.S. Army in W.W. II. All members of
the Chorus are American citizens.

Program Co-Chairman, Ray H. Eicbner and Harold L. Turner.

..

'
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Wyoming Realizing Dreams With 42-6 Victory

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

Wyoming's 42.6 football vicWyoming followed the toe of · It was a 74-yard scoring strike quarter with Beitler running the
•
··tory over New Mexicp Saturday Jerry DePPyster to its win over from Rick Beitler to flanker Ace team. The Wolfpac~ moyed 74
gave the Cowboys a big part of New Mexico before 14,127 fans Hendricks. Hendricks, who halil .yards to the "\Yyommg s1~ only
their pre-season wish and moved and the watchful eye of the ABC had ankle and knee trouble, need- to have a pa.ss mtercepted m the
EU!CTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
them closer to having the Test · camera which televised the ·game ed . an assist from an official to endzone endmg the ·game.
'ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
come:true.
regionally.
get UNM's six· points on the ·
UNM ends its football sea11on ·
LIGHTER REPAIR
In nine games Wyoming hal!:
DePoyster kicked four field board.
biere next Saturday afternoon·
200 THIRD NW
2~7-8219
won it!! second straight Western goals and four extra points. to .
He had one Wyoming defensive · aa~ga~i~n~st~N~e~w~M~ex~i~co~·~S~t~a~te::__ _~!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!~!!!!!!~~!!!!!·~
Athletic CPnference title with a pass the old scoring mark set by man beat but another appeared "'"
'
· ·
perfect record; extended its win Charlie qogolak at Princet_on. to have him caught. at the 25streak to 13 games (the longest The 16 pomts gave the Wyommg yard line. But the official brushed
in the country) ;"and moved with- kicker 175 career points; Gogolak the Cowboy just ~nough to trip ·
in one victory of a perfect season. posted 170.
him and Ace had the touchdown
.Now the .cowboys from Lara. Wyo~ing !lcored the first two
The onl other time New Max~
I
m1e, 9-0 th1s s.easo~, need only · times 1t had· the ball and onl~ a ico . threa~ned was in the first
to beat the Umverstty of Texas penalty kept them from scormg
I
I
at El Paso next weekend for the on the third series they had the
I
I
Retreads-the AMF Splice-Free way!
perfect season and probably for ball. The visirors scored 15 more
I
an invitation to a prestigious points by the half and went to
I
post-season bowl game.
the locker room leading 29-0.
I
Last year the Cowboys, 9-1,
Wyoming added 13 points in
I
won the Sun Bowl in El Paso the third quarter, and UNM held
Woman Marine Captain Karen
I
over Florida State and would the Cowboy subs scoreless in the J. Grant of the Eighth Marine
like another chance at a bowl fourth quarter when the Lobos Corps District, is scheduled to
Plus 75c FET and a I
crown this year.
scored their lone touchdown.
visit UNM on Nov. 15-17.
recappable exchange. I
Whites plus $1. InDuring her three-day visit to
stalled Free 1 PUT 4 I
the campus, Captain Grant will
ON THE GROUND I
FOR ALL WEATHER
be available to talk to interested
TRACTION- ON OR I
coeds about military life and the
OFF THE TRACK
I
opportunities available to women
I
as officers in the U.S. Marine
Corps.
ut•,ru COUPON! SAVE NOW! .:

SOUTHWEST

TEMPUS FUGIT ... during busy college days

Q.E.D ... one-stop shopping at Bellas Hess
saves time ... saves money

.

VALUABLE COUPON!!

GLOBE "ELIMINATERS"

••

U.. Visit Scheduled
By Woman Marine

presentation of this coupon.
COFFEE

ANY SIZE- ONE
LOW PRICE!

OUR PREMIUM OR REGULAR GAS
AT AN EVERY DAY CASH
DISCOUNT OF 2c PER GALLONIS A MUSTI
.
LOMAS AT

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op Dry·Cieaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM- 8 PM.
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

I
I
I

GLOBE AUTO CENTERS

LOUISIANA
N.E.

;I

1
1
1

l

I
:

STUMPED?

})letions in l1 tries, Hnd one TP.
He had a minus 9 yards rushing
as the Lobo quarterback again
got no protection from the offensive line.

1831, Ext. 210.

r• .................... Ph,on~ 1 ':a.. ·~".

'

ACE HENDRICKS, NO. 47, IS the first Lobo to ever gain over
1000 yards pass receiving in a seas.o~! ;His five receptions for 92 yards
against Wyoming Saturday gave him 1003 yards. He also scored one
·touchdown.· Hendricks was the No.3 receiVer in the nation last week.
Here he is shown grabbing a pass as .Cowboy Jim House, No. 46,
moves up on him. (UNM photo Dauner)
ers in all grade levels of elemen•
tary school and all subjects of
secondary school, as well as ele::irientary guidance counselors.
Calvert Frost and Robert
Green of the Los Angeles city
school districts in Oxnard, Calif.,
Two teacher interviews will will be here Nov. 27 interviewing
be held at the UNM Placement for all levels of elementary and
Center in November.
secondary teaching.
All interested persons may conThe Bureau of Indian Affairs
will be interviewing on. Nov. 20. tact the Placement Center for
''The bureau is looking for teach- further information.

,

Address . .. . . • . • . . . . • . . • . .. Age •.t.r•. ; ••.

P\'rona"''"t Ao:tdrau ......... sudo :.'.....
o o

oj

0

0

o o

0

Reference

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

I

o

0

o o

o o

I
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Teacher Interviews
Set for This Month

Bank

··················--·····~·~····

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.
Will Interview C?" Campus- Nov. 16
Three Men of UNM-They Chose CML
--- . ·<-·--··;·---·-·-··;·

UNM Second

·:·--~~-~--~

BYU Wins Crown
In Cross Country

November 17
S... up for an interview at your P,lacement .office.
JOHN WATSON:
Graduated from High School and was im·
mediately selected by the US Navy for its
nuclecJr submarine. program • .later he received his degree frorrl UNM in three and
a half years. He's determined to .be successful. Ask hlmo ;'Why did yciu Iaiii CML.''
You may, learn something,

DON KEITH:
Graduated from High School as Valedlc:forlan of his clau and President of the
Student Body. At UNM he lettered in baseball and continued his quest far academic
perfection with on amazing 4.0 In his major, Pharmacy. let us ~now If you would
like to talk to Dan about why he chose

CMI..

This year Monsanto will ha-ve· many openings
for graduates at all degree levels. ~ine posit}o~s
are open all over the country With Amenca s
3rd largest chemical company. And we're still
growing. Sales have q~adrupled in t~e.Iast 10
years • • • in everythmg from plastiCizers to
farm chemicals; from nuclear sources and
chernical :fibers to electronic instruments. Meet
the Man from Momianto--he has the facts
about a :line future.

TED GREENAWALT:
Upon. completing his military service wllh.
the Marine Corp~, Ted enrolled In the Unl'lersity of New Mexico ma(arlng In Buslnelll
Administration, Ted Is married with one
thUd, and. finds that the Insurance field of·
fen a profitable wov of support!~ his
fallllly while oompletl~ hit educatloli.

HOUSE OF HALIJMRK
OFFERS

The largest Selection of
•. '.·,--H='ImarlcGwcll

...

' ·.,f:

...

· . .7hanbgivlng Items
• ''W.ddlng 'iiwitatlolit

' ;t '·Jto ; •.• :;·

. .~.·~-

-~

#~ ........... ¥ .,.,.

•··"'<~

.- ... ....-,:..:

~

'(/'-

• ·'cntd All 'Of* Good. .
~q~-tt :a
1110

.
· , ·Yeii'Wi~Ov'r N1W ' • ·:::~ · . ·
·X.. Mu11111n For 1167
3501 l.olllal N.E. 255 4M9
• , .·. ·'., J

Convenient corner Menaul & Carlisle
Sunday 10-6
Shop Mon.·Sat. 9-9

'

'-\ \\ -.-=.

1

. . ~" · · · COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
124 Washington SE

Phone 265-8288

•

•

Meet the Man
from Monsanto

q.,..t,,.,,.a
..

FOR QUALITY MERCHANDISE

Candidates for • • •
BS, MS, PhD degrees in Chemistry, BS,
MS degrees in ChE, ME, EE

.•:'!

The New .Mexico ·cross-country
team finished second in the Western Athletic Conference championships Saturday in Laramie,
Wyo. Brigham Young won the
team title.
·
UNM had won the crown the
past two years. Brigham Young
scored 25 points to the 76 for
the Wolfpack. In cross-country
the low score wins.
The top New Mexico finishers
were Adrian DeWindt, fifth, and
Web Loudat, eighth. An of the
BYU team finished in the top ten.
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If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
consult
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Drip or Reg,

BELLAsHess.

Fill out the form to the
right and mail or bri!lg to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the information . - - - - - - - - - - - . -..~.......,""'-:-1-•
needed to establish an
account by ceiling 298·

39c

A ONE-STOP SAVINGS CENTER

Instant Credit available to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed!
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Lobo QB Rick Beitler
•Player of the Week'

Rick Beitler is The Lobo's
"Player of the Week" choice after
his performance against Western
Athletic Conference champion
Wyoming last Saturday.
Beitler led the only sustained
.drive against the defense-minded
Cowboys, and it was his pass to
ftlanker Ace Hendricks that put
the Lobos on the scoreboard before the regional TV audience.
A junior, Beitler started for
the Lobos .last season as a sophomore and has been sharing the
duties with Terry Stone this season.
Beitler also holds the Western
Athletic Conference record for
the longest touchdown pass
thrown-87 yards to Emilio Vallez
last year. He also set school passing records in '66 that have been
shattered by Stone already this
season.
Beitler moved the Lobos from
their own 20 to the Wyoming 6yard line Saturday before having
a pilss intercepted in the end zone,
ending the drive.
His touchdown pal!s to Hendricks came with less than a minute and 30 !leconds left in the
game. It was for 74 yards and
was only the second time the
Wolfpack launched an attack
against the Cowboys that afternoon.
This year Beitler has also
worked some at the tailback position to help the Lobos who have
had their ranks reduced by injuries and players quitting the
squad.
Against the Cowboys Beitler
threw for 96 yards, three com-
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As Gulliver discovered, falling asleep at the wrong time can be downright emb'arrassing,
· even for a Big Man on Campus. Ah, well, it can happen to the best of us. Your eyelids
, droop. Your attention wanders. You're drowsy all over. Quick! Take a couple of NoDoz.
· NoDoz really works to help you stay alert. Keep some handy, in your
pocket, your medicine chest, the glove compartment of your car .
NoDoz. It's non habit-forming. Take NoDoz. Show 'em they can't
. ,,.,J<eep a good man down.
·

THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.
•
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Get your
hair styled
in accordance with
bal·
lance, and de'.-.m,,..r.;JC hair styling,
contour razor cutting, regular
barber services, private booths
for coloring and tinting, hair
piece fitting, servicing, and hair
straight_ening.
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Tijerina Labels Accuser SmearTA~tiSt
By ROB BURTON
As an investigator A 11 a n
Stang is narrow-minded, and as
a smear-artist he is first-class,
Reies Lopez Tijerina told his
KUNM listeners last night. Tijerina spoke in answer to charges
of communism in the Alianza
made by Allan Stang in a KUNM
interview jus.t before Tijerina's
remarks.
Reflecting that Stang must be
"someone's too1," Tijerina called
Stang a publicity-seeker who had
brought even more publicity to
the Alianza than to himself.
Tijerina said his critics are
hasty men who "do not stop to
separate the good in my life from
the bad." He said many of his
critics, including Stang and Sen.
Joseph M. Montoya (D.-NM),
"don't stop to think . . . that we
are working for the SpanishAmerican.
"We will win out. We must.
The world is progressing to law
and order and justice, and eventually the land-grants will be set
right. We have God on our side,"
he said.
He characterized the struggle
for restitution of land-grants to

'.a
Hair Styles for Men
5504 Central SE

One block east of San Mateo
on Central
For appointments, call 255-0166

THE 112-PIECE UNM BAND (left) performed
in pre-game and halftime shows before 14,127
fans and a regional TV audience at University
stadium during Saturday's UNM-Wyoming game.
The Lobo band was joined on the pre-game show
by the 150-piece Wyoming band (right), Each

group performed solo halftime shows, with the
Lobo group being joined by the 200-voice UNM
chorus for numbers. New Mexico fans seemed
pleased that the Cowboy baud stayed for a posh
game show-something local crowds aren't used
to.

Flying Home for the Holidays?
Going Skiing? Taos? Red River?
For Reservations-Information-Tickets
Your Travel Number is

Lobo Photos b

265-7611

,.-1%-erv~
L SERVICE

JJiJJI

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 Sdn Pedro NE

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to st,&ge a "park-in?"
., u

ANTHONY TAPIA, New Mex·
ico's muscular dystrophy poster
child, was the honored guest of
the UNM Lettermen's Club at the
Lobo-Wyoming football game Sat·
turda.y afternoon. Anthony saw
the action from the sideJines and
received a football autographed
by aU the Lobos.

A WYOMING COWBOY and cheerleader are pictured with the
famed Laramie pony that they take to all games. Each time Wyoming
scores a touchdown the cowboy runs the pony around the field. After
Wyoming's third touchdown Saturday they changed the procedure and
only paraded him around half the field for fear of wearing him out.
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Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System
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A Subsidiary of Standard Oil Company

(Indiana)

NOVEMBER 15 AND 16

ENGINEERS

Senior and Graduate MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAl, CHEMICAl, and CIVIL for permanent
engineering positions responsible for drilling, producing, and gasoline plant operations.
The Company offers outstanding engineering and management careers.

NOVEMBER 15

GEOPHYSICISTS

Senior and Grdduate students with' majors in GEOLOGY, PHYSICS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, and MATHEMATICS for petroleum exploration geophysicist positions. The
Geophysicist plays a vital role in Pan American's expanding el<ploratlcn program.

NOVEMBER 15

GEOLOGISTS

Graduate students with majors in GEOLOGY for permanent positions in exploration
geology. Also' ~emporary summer employment opportunities for Seniors who plan to
j
complete advarlc:ed degrees.
li

WHERE HAVE ALL the Lobos gone? UNM coaches Don Chelf
and Bill Weeks seem to be saying during the Lobo-Wyoming game
last Saturday. Wyoming won 42·6. The Lobos final game of the year
will be against New Mexico State here next Saturday afternoort. State
is 6·2-1 and UNM 1-8.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates -:- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per _semester

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE
PLACEMENT CI:NTER

PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION
AN £Q.UAL OPPORTUNITV EIII'UlrER
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KUNM broadcast an interview with the con·
troversial Reies Lopez Tijerina last night. Tijer·
ina was questioned by KUNM News Director Bill
Olson and by a Lobo retlorter. He spoke in reply
to charges recently leveled at him by Allan Stang,
researcher for American Opinion magazine. Stang
charged that the Alianza was "eommunist-inspired" and "that Tijerina, the "Castro of the South·

west," was attempting a militant take·over of the
region. Tijerina charged that Stang was a tool of
the interests diseomfied by the Alianza's claims,
and added that it was these very interests who
had the history of "land-steaJing, robbingn and
murder." "We would never use their methods,''·
said Tijerina. (Lobo Photn by Pawley.)
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By WAYNE CIDDIO
" Black power isn't anti-white,
it's just pro-black," a Negro UNM
graduate student explained t1> a
sizeable gathering of students at
the Free-Speech Area on the
Union Mall yesterday.
Joe Long, a graduate art
student, took the platform at
the weekly free-speech session
and clarified his viewpoint of the
concept of black power.
"The concept o£ black power
has resulted from the Negroes'
basic desire to be treated as human beings, Black power has a
bad connotation because people
associate it with violence and cutting up. But it doesn't say antiwhite, it just says pro-black,"
Long said.
.
Responding to a man who said

that Negroes are given equal opportunity to better themselves,
Long said Negroes don't want to
be given anything by the white
man.
"Black men don't want to be
given anything free, they want to
be able to take things that everyone has taken from them. White
men tsll us to pull ourselves up
by the bootstraps, then they put
us on a ghetto reservation," Long
said.
·
"Negroes that rioted in the
ghettos this summer weren't reacting to the individual crimes of
the police, but to the entire social
structure that has been abusing
them for generations," Long said.
Long contended that violence,
revolution, and . change are SY·
nonymous, and that all three had

Juggler Editor Rob Burton was.
censured by the UNM Board of
Student Publications Monday for
a breach of journalistic ethics in
using material £rom other campus humor magazines reprinted
without attributation and without the authors' and publishers'
permission.
Burton was warned that further
to be employed in some way beuse
of uncredited material will
fore the social structure could be
result
in his dismissal as editor.
improved.
The board's action came after
Referring to the l'ole of the
two and a hal£ hours in execu.(Continued on page 2)
_ __:__ _ _ ____::.___::_.:...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tutoring
. Council Sets Up
UNM Volunteer Program
.

A new project set up by the
Office of Economic Opportunity
to allow UNM students to volunteer their time and talents to
work in poverty areas throughout
New Mexico is eurrent1y being
organized by the UNM Tutorial
Council.
Sandra Buss; campus eoordina·
tor for the Albuquerque 'l'utoring
Council, said last night that the
federal government has t?ffere~ ~
pay 80 per cent of the co.llt m
improving underprivileged: areas
if the state supplies .tile remainirtg 20 per cent.
She said, however, that the state
feels that it cannot afford to- pay
this twenty 'Per cent, so· volunteers
are needed in all fields. The whole
idea is based on the assumption
that everyone hal! some type 1>f
trade which can b!! put to usc,
she said.
Miss Buss said the Tutorial
Council wns asked to handle ap•

plications and screening o:f applicants since they have had experience working in under.privileged areas. The new project is
not involved with the current
Albuquerque Tutoring council,
she said.
An officer of the OEO will be
in room 253 of the Union at 7
p.m. tonight to give more information non the new project. AnYone interested is invited to talk
with him.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllillllllllllllllllllnllltnllllllllll

Scholarship Forms
Renewal applications for
UNM tuition scholat•ships are
dus in the Student Aids office
by Dec. 1 for semester II of the
current academic year. Appli·
cations may be obtained from
Mrs. Moore in the Student Aids
Office, Building Y-1, room 115.
llllllliiiHIIIIIIUilllll~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiHilliiiiiiiHIUIIIllllllllllllllll

tlJ1ir . ri~htful owners as a "saC~tJd duty.j',IThe c(mfiscation of the
Mexican. ~ahd grants he sees as

anl outrage": exceeded only by the
destruction' of the land recor\W
by "American agents in Mexico"
and by New Mexico Governor
Pyle in Santa Fe in the late 1800s.
"This is a great, organized crime
ag:dn:;t a people as a whole," he
:>aid.
·
He explained that the Alianza
started out as a non-profit social
organization of individuals with
land-rights grievances but that
now it had become a political organization of pueblos or villages
whose lands were confiscated after
the signing of , the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo, Functioning
as a type of government-in-exile,
the Alianza is constructed to play
the waiting game before alleged
land-grant wrongs are set right.
Meanwhile, Tijerina said, "we
must continue to seek progresll'>!f.
We can't stand still."
"We must ·progress, and we
Americans have too important a
future to push each other around.
:Wrongs must be righted so that
we can work together for the future," Tijel'ina said,

Pub· Board Censures
UNM Juggler Editor

Black Power Topic on Mall

opporluallles Pan
'Willa A111erican
•

No. 33

UISIIOP JAMES A. PIKE will speak in the Concert Ha.U at 8 p.m.
Thursday as part of the Associated Students Lecture Series. The controversial bishnp and author of "If This Be Heresy" is a staff mem•
ber for the Center £or the Study of Democratic Institutions at Santa
Barbara, CaJifornia. Bishop Pike, wh01 has written many articles
featured in such magazines as Look, Life and Readers Digest, holds·
a la.W degree and a doctorate.

tive session conside-ring the
breach of ethics charge filed last
week "by Lobo Editor Chuck No·
land.
The Lobo received a letter Mon.~FI'
day from Lawrence G1·obol, the
editor of the Satyr, UCLA humor
magazine, which was entered as
testimony in support of Noland's ,
charge. A partial text of the
letter follows:
"While it is understood among
humor magazine editors that reprinting of some material is permissable it is also understood
that credit will be given to the
magazine it originally appeared
in, As editor of UCLA's humor
magazine, Satyr, for the past
three years I have never seen
the enormous audacity of any
editor in the nation to steal so
freely and give credit so sparseiy
as the present Juggler editor.•.
"Twelve of the 20 stolen pages
in the current Juggler come £ro~
the pages of Satyr magazine . . .
Not one of these pages gives credit to Satyr (which is a copyrighted magazine, by the way).
But we are not seeking to put
The Juggler out of business-it
is a question of ethics which is
being discussed-and the obvious
breach o£ them by the present
Juggler staff. , .
"Since t11e issue o:f The Juggler in question sold out on campus it is obvious that there is an
interest in a humor magazine. To
save time, expenses, and tormenting decision-making on behalf
of The JugglEjr staff I would be
happy to 'Send 3000 copies of our
magazine to the UNM bookstore.
We are flattered to be reprinted
in such an abundant fashion, but
shocked at the cheating mann~
of a fe!Jow member of college
humor magazine editors. We are
taking The Juggler off our exchange list."
Pub Board declined last week
to consider four other complaints
filed against Burton, which
charged that The Juggler is
"communistict"
"subservisive,"
"pornographic," and "a piece o£
trash." The boat•d ruled that the
charges were too "general" and
"unspecific" to merit consideratiort
in a formal hearing.
The wintsr issue of The Jug·
gler will be on sale on or before
Dec. 11, Burton said last night.

